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ZDNet - Never been a better time to aspire 
to be a chief technology officer, study 
shows 

Top CTO responsibilities cited in the survey include C-suite and 
board advisory (88%), software development lifecycle (72%), cy-
bersecurity (69%), innovation strategy (61%), and business conti-
nuity (59%). CTOs also add data to their list of central responsibili-
ties 

Yahoo!Finance - Seven years later, Web 3 
is setting a standard for the decentralised 
economy 

Web 3.0, on the other hand, leverages machine learning, artificial 
intelligence and blockchain to achieve real-world human communi-
cation in a new decentralised world with blockchain as its chief 
cornerstone. With many great offerings, Web 3.0 brings freedom 
from centralised regulation and gives it back to its users. 

eWeek - 5 Tech Trends for 2022: Digital 
Transformation, Cloud and Talent Wars 

The upskilling this will force into enterprise IT shops will be a key 
issue for them, as it will require changes to talent recruitment and 
retention well beyond what most companies have in place for 
what has traditionally been viewed as a low-impact cost center. 

VentureBeat - AI is quietly eating up the 
world’s workforce with job automation 

For example, the popular AI copywriting app, Rytr, boasts over 
600,000 users, and it’s growing at a brisk pace. In other words, 
over half a million people are using Rytr alone to fully or partially 
automate their writing 

Forbes - In The Digital 2020s, Jobs Are 
More Than Just Jobs 

Master of edge computing: “Define the IoT roadmap, carefully 
evaluate the technical requirements and assess the feasibility for 
establishing the edge processing unit and measure the return on 
investment. 

VentureBeat - CES 2022: Eyeing an enter-
prise metaverse 

The MCity metaverse-as-a-service concept allows companies to 
register a DNS-like .metaverse domain for a “campus” of 3D struc-
tures where they can hold events on a regular basis. The 3D ren-
dering environment is based on Epic’s Unreal Engine, powered by 
Nvidia GPUs running in the Microsoft Azure cloud.   

VentureBeat - Evaluating technology to 
empower digital transformation success 

A recent IDG MarketPulse survey found that less than a quarter of 
line of business (LOB) employees are automating their daily rou-
tines or modernizing existing workflows. And it’s not all due to a 
lack of skill or desire — almost 1 in 5 of the respondents to that 
survey outside of IT who are capable of contributing to digital 
transformation efforts are not doing so. 

AI and computer vision tech startup 
Avataar raises $45M to improve con-
sumer shopping experience with life-
sized 3D models and augmented real-
ity 

The company’s patented rendering platform offers plug and play inte-
gration into the websites and mobile apps of its client partners, and 
brings to life the power of spatial depth to consumers’ visual discovery 
via highly contextual user journeys. Avataar’s proprietary platform acts 
as an ‘Inside Engine’ powering multiple user experience shifts to inter-
active life-size Web 3.0, also known as the Metaverse.  

Meta AI builds speech recognition 
platform that uses visual cues to filter 
out background noise  

Meta AI said AV-HuBERT is the first system of its kind that can jointly 
model speech and lip movements from unlabeled video that hasn’t 
been transcribed. 

Meta claims its AI improves speech 
recognition quality by reading lips 

Moreover, the company says, AV-HuBERT outperforms the former best 
audiovisual speech recognition system using one-tenth of the labeled 
data — making it potentially useful for languages with little audio data. 

CES 2022: Intel expands its Evo em-
pire 

While the company is expanding Evo to focus on more elements of a 
PC's internals, it will ring Evo beyond the bounds of the PC, starting 
with certifying Thunderbolt accessories and extending to Bluetooth de-
vices 

LinkedIn joins the club, revealing it 
will soon launch live audio and video 
events  

LinkedIn hopes its creator community will take the reins and host virtu-
al events around matters such as how to get ahead in a career, alt-
hough the company also said that less formal chats will also take place. 
At some point, it’s hoped, large companies will host events through the 
platform. 

DeepBrain AI Grasps Attention At CES 
2022 With Its AI Human Imbedded AI 
Kiosks. 

“AI Kiosks” leverages the power of Artificial Intelligence with its human
-based AI avatars that inform, solve, and guide users through thou-
sands of possible scenarios and real time interactions. 

Lone Worker Solution From Guardhat 
Brings Cutting-Edge Connectivity, Pro-
active Safety To Frontline Workers 

The Lone Worker solution automates critical safety alerts and incident 
management so that industrial operators that work alone, distributed, 
or in remote locations get home safe at the end of each shift. 

1/12/2022 1:00 pm EST AI - ForHumanity Conference - Disability Inclusion and Bias Mitigation 

1/12/2022 12:00 pm MST Responsible AI for Business, presented by PowerED™ 

1/12/2022 VentureBeat - Transform: The Future of Work Summit 

1/13/2022 11:00 am EST UiPath - Automation Accelerates Industry Trends for 2022 and Beyond  

1/13/2022 1:00 pm EST 
Nividous - Intelligent Document Processing - IDP - What is it? What are the 
benefits? What is the correct implementation approach  

1/14/2022 Bring Inner Greatness Out Global Conference 2022 

1/16/2022 10:00 am MST Future Data Driven - Improving Human And AI Collaboration By Understand-

1/24/2022 AIEthics World - AI and AI Ethics Leadership Course 
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